Flat Biz E. Beaver

Biz E. Beaver was feeling down. They quickly had to say good-bye to all of their friends and the world began to seem a little different due to the global pandemic. Biz was walking around campus reflecting on all of the good times they have had with Babson community members and now campus was very quiet. Biz found their way to the Globe in Kerry Murphy Healey Park and looked up and wished there was a way that they could go and visit all of their friends around the world. Biz rarely got an opportunity to travel and desperately wished there was a way to go and visit everyone to see where they lived and what their life was like. And then all of a sudden the ground began to shake and Biz noticed that the great big globe was coming towards them and then just like that the Globe rolled over Biz! And just as quickly as the Globe came towards them, was the Globe right back where it originally stood. Biz got up from the ground and noticed that they were as flat as paper! “What happened?!” Biz shouted out and the statue of Roger Babson came to life and said “Your wish has been granted Biz! I heard your thoughts and now you can go visit all of our friends around the world. Since it will be difficult to travel as we normally would, now you can go by mail! Go and see our friends and let them know we are thinking of them and grateful that they are a part of our Babson community.” And so Biz got into an envelope and began traveling around the world to visit all of their friends.

Print Flat Biz E. below and make sure to color and decorate them to make Biz feel special. And then take Biz around your community and show them around. They would love to see what makes your community special- what is it known for and what do you do for fun there? What are you most proud of? What is a must-do for Biz to see? Food to eat? Sites to see? History to learn? Biz is so excited to learn about where you are from and share this with the entire Babson family! Make sure to document your time with Biz by taking pictures and sharing these photos with us. If you share on social media, make sure to tag @babsonalumni and use #FlatBizE. You can also submit your photos here.